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Vlastimil Pták, or, Mila, as he was called by his colleagues from abroad, studied
mathematics and physics at Charles University in Prague in 1945–1949. He hesitated
between studying medicine and physics, chose physics and mathematics but soon
concentrated on mathematics only.
Although I knew of Mila earlier (he was by one semester ahead of me), we be-
came acquainted after 1950 when we both became members of the first group of
postgraduate students organized by Professor Eduard ˇCech in the Central Institute of
Mathematics (belonging to the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences after 1952). This
group (which included Ivo Babuška, Jaroslav Hájek, Jaroslav Kurzweil, Jan Marˇík,
František Šik, Otto Vejvoda, Miloš Zlámal and others) would stimulate mathematical
research in Czechoslovakia after a gap during the war.
Mila’s supervisor was Professor Miroslav Kateˇtov, well known for his results
in topology (dimension theory). Mila’s thesis on the open mapping theorem soon
brought him international recognition – topological linear spaces satisfying the so
called B-completeness are called Pták spaces.
Mila’s interests, however, concentrated on functional and real analysis. These
fields can be traced throughout his whole scientific work and all his Ph.D. students
had topics in these directions.
Let us mention a few important results and some ideas he introduced. (Much
more can be found in the articles [1,2] containing also the complete bibliography till
1995.) In nonlinear analysis, he introduced the notion of non-discrete mathematical
induction and applied it to define a general convergence rate of iterative processes.
In the theory of Banach algebras he proved that such an algebra is Hermitian if and
only if for the spectral radius, r.x/ 6 r.xx/1=2 for every x. Closer to linear algebra
are his notions of infinite companion matrix and of the critical exponent of a linear
operator in the Hilbert n-dimensional space.
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Mila’s interests were, however, not restricted to functional and real analysis. I was
happy that linear algebra was included. From the methodological point of view, his
beautiful coordinate-free proof of the Jordan normal form theorem (reprinted and
commented in this issue), deserves attention here.
Returning to our joint interests in linear algebra, I should mention our results
on M-matrices and P-matrices, on the theory of norms and applications in iterative
processes, later on linear operators on polyhedral cones, on structured matrices (Han-
kel, Bézout and Loewner) and on some inequalities. We published 25 joint papers.
I always enjoyed to work with Mila and gave top priority to such work. Maybe
our approaches to problems were partly complementary. Mila sought more for a
theoretical point of view while I was closer to technical considerations. He always
claimed that good mathematical results should be aesthetic as well and for him, this
criterion was crucial.
Maybe I should mention that he was a connoisseur in the arts, in particular in
architecture. He also loved classical music; however, in contrast to me, only up to
the period of Beethoven. Especially, he was fond of Mozart. When his daughter
Pauline (now 23) was a few weeks old, he claimed that she also likes Mozart since
she used to stop crying after he started playing Mozart’s music.
Mila was a great mathematician and a great man. His many friends and colleagues
will miss him immensely.
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